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Collaboration and cooperation
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COVID-19

• We are all in this together: ACI is working 

with ICAO, WHO, IATA, CANSO, and also 

with other important actors such as WEF, 

WTTC and UN WTO. 

• International collaboration and cooperation 

within the industry and cross industry is 

paramount.

• ICAO’s State Letter of 3 April – Operational 

measures to ensure safe operations during 

the COVID-19 pandemic sets the tone for the 

way forward. 

• This presentation discusses the airport’s 

contribution to an orderly return to “normal” 

operations.



ACI Structure

ACI World

Montreal, Canada
ACI North America

Washington, DC

ACI Latin America-Caribbean 

Panama City, Panama

ACI Africa 

Casablanca, Morocco
ACI Asia-Pacific

Hong Kong

ACI Europe

Brussels, Belgium

Regional Issues and Regulatory Bodies

Global Issues and Regulatory Bodies

668 Members

1,979 Airports

176 Countries

95% of Global Traffic
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Total airport revenues for YE 2020 by region: forecasted (pre-
COVID-19) versus estimated (COVID-19) (million USD)
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COVID-19 impact on airport business

BAU Forecast* Estimated (COVID-19)** Reduction (million USD)

% Change (Estimated 

2020 / BAU Forecast 

2020)

Africa 4,300 2,800 -1,500 -35%

Asia-Pacific 49,900 26,000 -23,900 -48%

Europe 59,200 34,600 -24,600 -42%

Latin America-Caribbean 10,600 6,600 -4,000 -38%

Middle East 13,200 7,500 -5,700 -43%

North America 34,600 17,700 -16,900 -49%

World 171,800 95,200 -76,600 -45%

*The "pre-COVID-19" scenario based on World Airport Traffic Forecasts (WATF) 2019–2040 and 

constant unit revenues

**Revenues estimated based on traffic under COVID-19 and reduced unit revenues
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COVID-19 impact on airport business

A drastic decline of such magnitude represents an 

existential threat for the industry as a whole.



Operational impact of 
COVID-19 on airports



Operational Impacts
• Airports reporting reduction in traffic – ranging from 40-

50% reduction to complete closure (changing daily)

• Examples (estimated reduction in movements 25 March)
Brussels – 90% Rome – 90%

Paris – 40-100% Copenhagen – 98%

Montreal – 60-70% Mexico GAP – 60%

Toronto – 50% Cayman Islands – 95% Int, 50% Dom

Hong Kong – 70%
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COVID-19 impact on operations

• Runway, gate and concourse closures in place – many airports have closed 

infrastructure (runways, taxiways, aprons, stands, piers and even whole 

terminals)

• NOTAMs database shows that 36 airports are now listed as closed. 

Numerous others are only open for humanitarian or cargo flights . 

• Most have aircraft parking issues – requirements volatile, planning critical, 

access to aircraft needed, coordination essential

• Impact on operational hours vary – some airports designated as key  

• Airside operations staff on duty have been reduced to essential staff only for 

safety-critical functions and that cannot be done remotely 
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COVID-19 impact on operations

• Staff working from home unless 

operationally critical

• Split shifts to reduce number of 

people gathering

• Health screening staff and 

passengers

• Increased cleaning of public and 

staff areas, increased ventilation

• Provision of sanitizer, masks and 

gloves to front line staff

• Changes in procedures to minimize 

contact with public, especially front-

line staff

• Changes in security procedures to 

minimize pat-down



Business continuity
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• ACI World has made its Airport 

Business Continuity Management 

Handbook available free of charge to 

members. 

• Guidance document provides factual 

information and effective 

management tools to ensure that 

airports can maintain the flow of 

passengers and goods, enable the 

delivery of services to customers, 

sustain commercial revenue streams, 

and protect their infrastructure.

ACI Response



Security Screening best practices during COVID-19
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• The Advisory Bulletin – Security 

screening best practices during 

COVID-19 – includes guidance on 

security checkpoint management, 

screening of passengers and staff, 

screening of baggage, and protection 

for screening staff. 

• Includes advice on communication of 

these practices to passengers.

ACI Response



IT recommended practices
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• The Advisory Bulletin – Airport Information 

Technology during COVID-19 – provides 

advice to help airports with emergency 

measures and remote working to ensure 

business continuity.
• Along with cyber security measures, the 

bulletin provides guidance on team 

building, ensuring effective and secure IT 

infrastructure for remote access and a 

common information sharing approach. 
• Also covers the deployment of innovative 

technologies and solutions for 

autonomous operations.

ACI Response



Weathering the storm

• Most assets in the airport industry are fixed;

• Safeguarding continuity of airport operations when the current 
health crisis will be resolved is important;

• Airports must continue to meet their capital expenses and 
other contractual obligations;

• Airports need to be able to levy both aeronautical and non-
aeronautical revenues from their users and end-users; and,

• Enhanced dialogue and cooperation between the major 
industry players and their regulatory authority is the key to 
overcoming the current crisis and ensuring that everyone 
survives once the storm is over.
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Canada: Waiving ground lease rents from March 2020 through to December 2020 for the 21 airport 

authorities that pay rent to the federal government, providing relief up to $331.4 million. 

USA: Airports will be awarded approximately $10 billion in COVID-19 financial support under the 

Trump Administration’s CARES Act Airport Program. 

UK: No specific assistance for airports or airlines. 

Australia: $175million package for airlines (not airports).

Brazil: Allows airlines and airports to defer certain fee payments.  Excluded payment cuts, falling 

short of industry demands such as the lifting of certain taxes and reduced fees. Air navigation fee 

payments to be delayed by six months.

Singapore: As part of the second assistance package in response to the COVID-19 outbreak, more 

than S$1 billion (US$700 million) will be set aside for sectors such as aviation and tourism. 

Hong Kong: Hong Kong to shore up aviation industry with an extra HK$1 billion (US$128 million) to 

help hundreds of companies including airlines and retailers.

Response from States

https://www.canada.ca/en/department-finance/news/2020/03/government-announces-support-for-air-transportation-sector-during-covid-19-pandemic.html
https://www.internationalairportreview.com/news/114303/faa-covid-19-cares-act-financial-support-us-airports/
https://www.theguardian.com/uk-news/2020/mar/24/uk-airlines-and-airports-told-not-to-expect-industry-wide-covid-19-bailout
https://www.abc.net.au/news/2020-03-17/coronavirus-airline-support-package-qantas-rex/12064316
https://nationalpost.com/pmn/health-pmn/brazil-offers-aviation-industry-limited-relief-from-coronavirus
https://www.channelnewsasia.com/news/singapore/covid-19-budget-parliament-aviation-tourism-heng-swee-keat-12578976
https://www.scmp.com/news/hong-kong/hong-kong-economy/article/3076465/coronavirus-hong-kong-reveals-hk1-billion-package


What does operational recovery look like?

Coordination of openings and routes

Safety and Operations: parked aircraft; recommissioning aircraft; 

recommissioning aprons, runways etc.; ramping up staff; testing equipment

Security: rehiring staff; airport passes; recurrent training expiration; retesting, 

calibrating and certifying equipment

Facilitation: common use equipment; cleaning regimes (esp. kiosks, 

touchpoints); social distancing; health screening; restoring confidence; future 

travel journey – stand off biometrics etc.

IT: bringing equipment back online; testing and certifying equipment; support 

for staff returning to offices; licenses

Communications: staff; public; media

What triggers re-opening?



Recovery starts now …
… a need for support and flexibility

1. As far as possible States should ensure that service providers and personnel 

maintain the validity of their certificates, licences and approvals during the Covid-

19 pandemic.

2. Where this is not possible States need to be flexible, and to keep ICAO informed 

3. Where temporary differences arise as a direct result of the Covid-19 pandemic we 

urge other States to allow for continued operations in so far as it is possible

4. All States need to regularize their certification, licences and other approvals as 

soon as practicable.
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Thank you
https://aci.aero/about-aci/priorities/health/covid-19/


